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Joao Gomes08:30 27 Jan 24
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Laufer Ingenieria20:55 29 Nov 23
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Anthony Patron18:20 26 Nov 23
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Joan Pere Ferrer20:43 21 Nov 23
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Camilo Onsurbe12:58 06 Oct 23
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Esteban San Frutos20:57 13 Sep 23
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ana maria pardo aparisi09:09 31 Aug 23
Everything is perfect except the bathtub which is very slippery, although they have put a handle to hold you, you have to be careful. I also think it would be nice if they had a refrigerator.
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Santiago Guiot22:10 24 Aug 23
Some magnificent people. I will not forget this visit. Thank you very much for your attention.
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Marcos Souto Bergantiños16:12 14 Jul 23
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Abejas de Cándido21:47 08 Jul 23
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Mariana Jimenez Gomez09:33 03 Jul 23
It has been a very pleasant stay. The perfect and well adapted room. The kind treatment. Highly recommended.
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Irene Vasekha12:36 06 Jun 23
A very cosy place. I gladly recommend it!
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Sergio Garcia16:06 13 May 23
It is very good, the attention is very good and the rooms are good, value for money you cannot ask for more
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Miquel Marsinyach05:26 29 Apr 23
Hotel with everything you need, highly recommended without hesitation if you are in the area, the service is a 10
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Francisco Javier Cardoner Gonzalez18:18 07 Jan 23
We were a family of Argentines, Spanish residents with reservations, a certain Javier treated us like sudacas and did not let us stay, leaving a family with women and children on the street just because of his racism. Regrettable.
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Joan Tort16:52 21 Oct 22
Excellent comfortable hotel with good location Highly recommended to spend a few days visiting Ejea de las Caballeros
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Luis NAVARRADRONES17:40 12 Sep 22
I always come back, the reception staff is very friendly
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antonio melero hernandez08:57 30 Aug 22
Quite comfortable, very good access and no parking problems, impressive staff, simple but very good hotel.
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arnaud daucher09:46 10 May 22
The welcome and the staff are perfect.For motorcyclists, secure garage available, practical when leaving the Bardenas.THANKS
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Antonio Martinez21:20 15 Apr 22
Rooms good and clean, good correlation between quality and price. Good ubication.
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Adelia Garcia17:22 24 Oct 21
Very nice and great attention
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José Manuel Esteban10:52 04 Oct 21
Very quiet and clean
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Javier R. Arias21:30 16 Apr 21
Excellent service and quality price. Comfortable rooms with everything you need to have a good night. You miss the amenities in the bathroom like toothbrush or razor. It will be because of the covid. But no matter what the careful attention of the employees makes up for.
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Marcel Bayà21:08 28 Mar 17
The hotel is located near the historical city center. The rooms are nice and quite big. Everything seems new. Service is ok.
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